Abstract-In this paper, extraction of suitable feature vector as well as the analysis and performance comparison of the feature vectors using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) are presented. Extracting suitable features comprising of centroids, hand distance and hand orientations is a necessary step to represent isolated Malaysian Sign Language (MSL) to enable detection of right and left hand blobs. Then, each feature vector is modeled using HMM and trained to produce its gesture class. By increasing the number of states starting from 3 until 57 states, each feature vector is trained using HMM so that in the recognition phase it could give the maximum probability among all the other HMMs for a specific word. The system performance of the recognition step was evaluated for each feature vector from the trained model, starting from separated feature vector, followed by combined feature vectors and finally, the union feature vectors. In the experiments, we have tested our system to recognize 112 MSL and found that the union feature vector gives the best recognition rate, which is 83%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gestures are expressive and meaningful body motions used in daily life mainly for deaf and hearing-impaired person. Therefore, many researchers have aimed to provide natural ways for human-computer interaction (HCI) through automatic gesture recognition. When the sign language is performed, special devices will capture the rotation, movement information and also the degree of freedom of the hands [1] , [2] . The system in [3] however used vision based method in which, hand gesture trajectory is identified through skin colors with blobs computation and then, the location of each hand is tracked using a Kalman Filter. In hand gesture recognition technique, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is the most widely known technique for recognition purpose. Mekala et al., [4] used combinational neural network model to develop the recognition of gestures using the features computed from the video stream to detect all the alphabets from A to Z where, 100% recognition rate has been achieved.
Elmezain and Al-Hamadi [5] developed a system to recognize the alphabets letter from A to Z and Arabic number from 0 to 9 in real-time by using stereo color image sequences using HMM Left-Right-Banded (LRB) topology. The authors are with the School of Engineering and Information Technology, Universiti Malaysia Sabah, Jalan UMS, 88400 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia (e-mail: yonafalinie@gmail.com; farrah@ums.edu.my).
II. FEATURE VECTORS EXTRACTION
Given a set of video frames, it is required to detect and track the hand gesture movement over time. However, the set of video frames need to undergo skin segmentation before the hand gesture trajectory can be tracked. YCbCr color space and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) are used to cluster the skin region [6] . Fig. 1 shows the skin segmented image from the video frames, which consist of right hand (RH) blob (dark blue marker), left hand (LH) blob (green marker) and head (H) blob (cyan marker). 
A. Centroids
In MSL video sequence, centroids (C x , C y ) are suitable to define a single point on the hand and the trajectory can be obtained by joining the coordinates of this reference point in every binary frame in the sequence to form gesture path. Using equations (1), (2) and (3), the centroids of each frame are collected. Fig. 2 shows the collected centroids after the completion of centroid extraction from a single MSL gesture. 
B. Hand Distance
The distance between RH and LH blob with respect to H blob can be calculated using the Pythagoras theorem in equations (4) and (5). Fig. 3 shows the illustration of hand distance, which is measured in pixels.
C. Hand Blob Orientation
The angle of the hand orientation is measured in the range of -90° to 90° from the horizontal axis by enclosing the blob in an ellipse. The angle between the major axis of the ellipse and the horizontal axis gives the hand tilting angle, representing the orientations of the hand as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 indicates the angle of enclosing blobs in an ellipse.
III. HAND GESTURE MODELING AND RECOGNITION
HMM is a mathematical model of stochastic process where these processes generate a random sequence of outcomes according to certain probabilities [7] . The feature vectors are modeled using Left-Right-Banded (LRB) topology as shown in Fig. 5 . The same model is also used to train the feature vectors for the left hand. Finally, there are six separate training data (3 from each hand) which are independent of each other. Then, each value will be summed up to represent the output with a single value as given in the equation in (6) for comparison with the results using test data:
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
There are 112 selected MSL signs. Each sign has been performed 6 times by different signer, capturing a single hand or both hands moving in different directions with constant or time-varying hand shape. So, in total, there are 672 video sequence of MSL, of which, 560 video sequence are used for training and the remaining 112 videos are used for testing. The experiments for training data begin by increasing the number of states starting from 3 states until 57 states.
In order to check the system performance, the test data is taken for separate feature vector, combined feature vector and union feature vector as shown in Fig. 6 while recognition results is shown in Table I . From Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the recognition rate greatly improved when the feature vectors are combined and union compared to the separated feature vector. It is because, while the gesture recognition module needed to match the feature vector against the database of reference gestures, there are chances of the multiple gestures model in HMM modeling that may share the same component of feature vector, which explained why However, it is rare for the gesture to share the same component feature vector, in two or three components. It can be seen that the highest number of recognition rate is largely affected by the number of states. While the effect of increasing the number of states in the HMM modeling on MSL gesture and recognition rates is examined, it is found that, increasing the number of states is in fact increasing the degree of freedom allowed in modeling the MSL gesture training data. Increasing the degree of freedom is an advantage for MSL gesture that has more movement in respective gesture such as "selamat datang", "selamat pagi", "selamat petang" and "selamat tengahari". It is because this respective gesture has higher transition movement, meaning that the hand is making a lot of movement at one time, however, certain gesture do not extent for long duration and only represented by lesser hand movements, which can be modeled by lesser number of states too. If higher number of states is applied for gesture that has lesser hand movement, it only makes computation time higher while adding redundant data that does not contribute to the recognition rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a method to recognize the MSL gesture from video sequence by selecting suitable feature vectors that represent the MSL. There are three selected feature vectors that are centroids, hand distance and hand orientations. In the testing phase, it has been conducted by separated feature vector, combined feature vector and union feature vector. Our results show that, union feature vector gives the highest recognition rate that is 83.1%. Table I . 
